We give an algorithm that takes as input a transitive permutation group (G, ) of degree n = m 2 , and decides whether or not is Gisomorphic to the action of G on the set of unordered pairs of some set on which G acts 2-homogeneously. The algorithm is constructive: if a suitable action exists, then one such will be found, together with a suitable isomorphism. We give a deterministic O(sn log c n) implemention of the algorithm that assumes advance knowledge of the suborbits of (G, ). This leads to deterministic O(sn 2 ) and MonteCarlo O(sn log c n) implementations that do not make this assumption.
Introduction
Let (G, ) be a finite permutation group, and define {2} = {{α, β} α, β ∈ , α = β} and (2) = {(α, β) α, β ∈ , α = β}.
If G is transitive on (2) , it is described as 2-transitive on ; if it is transitive only on {2} , then it is described as 2-homogeneous on .
Recall that two G-sets and are said to be G-isomorphic if and only if there is a bijection η : → such that γ η g = γ g η for all γ ∈ and all g ∈ G.
The purpose of this paper is to describe an algorithm that takes as input a transitive permutation group (G, ) and determines whether or not there exists an action of G on a set such that and {2} are G-isomorphic. We will call such a set a solution to the exterior square-root problem for (G, ). More precisely, a solution will be a pair ( , η) where is a G-set and η a G-isomorphism from {2} to . The problem is specified as follows. (2) .
Suppose (G, ) is a permutation group, and that G is transitive on

Then one of two cases arises: (i) the group G has a normal subgroup S which is non-abelian simple, and C G (S) = 1, so the action of G on S by conjugation gives an embedding of G into Aut(S), or (ii) the group G contains an elementary abelian normal subgroup V which is regular on .
In each case, the subgroup (S or V ) is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G.
If G is transitive on {2} but not on (2) then G satisfies the conditions for case (ii) above.
Proof. For 2-transitive groups the theorem is a result of Burnside [2, §154, Theorem XIII] .
If (G, ) is 2-homogeneous but not 2-transitive, then G is of odd order, by the lemma above. By the Odd Order Theorem of Feit and Thompson [5] , G is solvable. Also, G is clearly primitive, and a minimal normal subgroup of a solvable primitive group is both elementary abelian and regular [9, Theorem 11.5] .
In Theorem 2.2, if the minimal normal subgroup of G is simple non-abelian, we say that G is almost simple, while if the minimal normal subgroup of G is elementary abelian, we say that G is of affine type. If G has an elementary abelian regular normal subgroup V , then its degree is a prime power, p d say, and V can be regarded as a vector space over F p . We will write V additively.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose a permutation group (G, ) has an elementary abelian regular normal subgroup V of order p d . Then G embeds in the group
AGL(d, p) = AGL(V ) = {x → x h + v h ∈ GL(V ), v ∈ V } of affine transformations of V , with V mapping onto the translation subgroup T = {t v v ∈ V }, where t v is the map which sends x to x + v. The permutation group (G, V ) with the action of G on V arising from this embedding of G in AGL(V ) is isomorphic to the group (G, ).
Proof. See, for example, [6, §2] .
The structure of the algorithm in this paper is a series of subroutines, each solving a problem of the following form. Notice that if C is the whole class of 2-homogeneous permutation groups, then this is exactly equivalent to Specification 1.1. If we have a finite number of subroutines A 1 , . . . , A k satisfying Specification 2.4 for different classes C 1 , . . . , C k respectively such that the union of the C i contains the class of all 2-homogeneous permutation groups, then the following procedure satisfies Specification 1.1.
For
Call A i with input (G, ) and output b, , η.
3.
If b = True then Exit with output b, , η. 4. End for.
Exit (with output b, which is False).
In practice, we will use Theorem 2.2 and the classification of finite 2-transitive groups to obtain our classes C i . The primary division will be into four classes, one A o containing all 2-homogeneous affine groups over fields of odd characteristic (by Theorem 2.2 this contains all the 2-homogeneous, non-2-transitive groups); another A e containing the 2-transitive affine groups over fields whose size is even and strictly larger than 2; a third L containing the almost simple groups of Lie type whose socle is PSU (3, q) , Sz(q) or R(q) for some q; and a fourth class Z containing all the other 2-transitive groups. The class Z will be subdivided further according to the families of groups in the classification of 2-transitive groups. The formal definitions of the main classes and the subclasses of Z will be given in Table 1 on page 120.
None of the results in this paper are dependent on the classification of finite 2-transitive groups (or the classification of finite simple groups), except the result which says that the union of the four classes A o , A e , L and Z contains all 2-homogeneous permutation groups.
The organisation of the rest of this paper is loosely based around this subdivision into classes of groups. In Sections 3 to 6, we will give a largely combinatorial solution for the class Z, and in the process of doing this we will develop some combinatorial techniques that will be useful later. In Sections 7 and 8 we will cover the affine classes, A o and A e , and in Section 9 we will cover the one remaining class, L. The final section describes results obtained from a GAP implementation of these techniques.
Solution subsets
In this section we characterize all solutions as arising in a particular way from a subset of (a so-called 'solution subset') satisfying certain properties. We give an algorithm to
and so (A G , µ) is a solution.
Now suppose that ( , η) is a solution. For γ ∈ , define
A γ = {γ, γ }η γ ∈ \ {γ } , and for some γ 0 ∈ , take A = A γ 0 . Certainly A g γ = A γ g for all γ ∈ and all g ∈ G, since η is a G-isomorphism, so A G = {A γ γ ∈ }. Therefore A G has size m; it is clear from the definition that A has size m − 1. If γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ are distinct then we have
which shows that the intersection of distinct elements of A G has size 1, as required, so A is a solution subset. Define τ by γ τ = A γ ; it is clear that this is a G-isomorphism. It is now evident from (1) and the definition of µ that η = τ µ.
Proof. The algorithm is shown as Algorithm 3.5. It takes (G, ) and the putative solution subset A as input, and outputs b, , η as in Specification 1.1, except that here if b = False then we only know that A is not a solution subset, rather than that no solution exists. The structure of the algorithm is basically that of a traversal of the graph with the points of A G as vertices, and an edge (X, Y ) for each of the original generators of G that maps X to Y . However, there are certain extra features that make use of the extra structure of the problem. Here T stores the sets in A G as they are found, and Q contains those sets in T that have been found, but whose neighbours have not yet been checked. For each ω ∈ , the set W (ω) will contain those elements of T (that is, of that part of the orbit A G so far discovered) that contain ω.
At the start of the main loop, we choose a point X that has not been fully processed, and process it by considering its neighbours:
4. While Q = ∅ do 5.
Choose X ∈ Q, and set Q := Q \ {X}.
6.
For g in {g 1 , . . . , g s } do 7.
Form S := X g . 8.
Choose ω 1 , ω 2 ∈ S. 9.
If W (ω 1 ) = ∅ or W (ω 2 ) = ∅ or (#W (ω 1 ) = #W (ω 2 ) = 1 and W (ω 1 ) = W (ω 2 )) then
If the test in line 9 is passed then S is a new element of A G . If it fails, then either S is not a new element of A G , or it is new, but there is another element of A G , which has already been discovered, whose intersection with S is not of size 1. If the test is passed, we update Q and T ; if we have generated more than m elements of A G then we know A is not a solution subset. We then update W :
10.
Set Q := Q ∪ {S} and T := T ∪ {S}; if #T > m then Exit. 11.
Set U := ∅. 12.
For ω ∈ S do 13.
If #W (ω) > 1 or W (ω) ∩ U = ∅ then Exit 14. Else 15.
Set U := U ∪ W (ω).
16.
Set W (ω) := W (ω) ∪ {S}. 17.
End if. 18.
End do.
We know that no W (ω) should ever contain more than two elements, and that no two W (ω) that both contain two elements should ever be the same. If either of these situations arises we can immediately deduce that A is not a solution subset. If neither of these situations arises in any of the W (ω) corresponding to those ω ∈ S, then we can update W by adding S to these W (ω). This concludes the processing in the case where we have a possible new member of S, and we now turn to the other case: 
For any X ∈ T , X = {ω ∈ X ∈ W (ω)}, and therefore A ∩ A g is either A itself or has size 1, since T = A G , and so A is a solution set. It now follows from the earlier results on solution sets that ( , η) is a solution, where and η are as defined in the algorithm.
When implementing this algorithm, we can number the elements of T as they are created, and use these index numbers, instead of the elements of T themselves, as the elements of W , U and Q. Under the (standard) assumption that manipulations with natural numbers of magnitude O(n) can be made in constant time (see the beginning of the paper), this enables us to implement Q so that all references to it require only constant time, to do the test in line 9 in constant time, and the test in line 19 in O(m) time (recall that each W (ω) has size at most 2). Making S can be done in O(m) time, as can adding S to T . This is also the case for the inner 'For' loop, if we implement the set U as a look-up table indexed by the numbers 1, . . . , k, so determining whether a particular number lies in U takes constant time. The main loop (lines 7-20) is executed no more than sm times. Thus the overall complexity of the main loop is O(sm 2 
), that is, O(sn).
Extending the idea of the index numbers, we can return = {1, . . . , m}; if g ∈ G then the image of i ∈ under the action of g can be found by taking two points ω 1 , ω 2 in the set in T corresponding to i, and then i g is the one point in the intersection of W (ω Computing the map η still requires only O(n) time, as we can do it in reverse: to create an array indexed by {2} containing the image of that pair under the mapping η, we can take each ω ∈ , read off the corresponding pair of indices from W (ω), and enter ω in the appropriate place in the array.
Therefore the given algorithm can be implemented in O(sn) time.
The adjacent-point set
We now introduce another type of subset of , which also characterizes solutions, and which is easier to find in practice. We give an algorithm for testing whether a given subset is of this type and, if so, for constructing a solution.
Definition 4.1. Suppose ( , η) is a solution, and ω ∈ . Define
Thus (ω) is the set of the images under η of all those pairs in {2} that are 'adjacent' to (have non-trivial intersection with) the pre-image of ω. This is a G ω -invariant set of size 2m − 3, containing ω. The subscript is used to indicate the dependence of on the solution ( , η); perhaps better, but cumbersome, would be to include η in the notation as well. When a solution is given in terms of a solution subset A, so that = A G and η = µ, we will use A instead of A G . If A is a solution set, then there are group elements g 1 and g 2 such that {ω} = A g 1 ∩ A g 2 , and then it is easily checked that
which contains ω and has size 2m − 3. We can decide whether or not there is a solution ( , η) such that (ω) = L, and find one if one exists, as follows. 
3. Construct a set T 2 of translates of P , stopping when two elements P 1 and P 2 of T 2 intersect in a set of size precisely m − 1, or when #T 2 > m; if this limit is exceeded without finding P 1 and P 2 then return b := False. 4. Set B := P 1 ∩ P 2 .
TestSolutionSubset(B).
The algorithm requires O(sn) time.
Proof. We prove that if there exists a solution subset A such that A (ω) = L, then the set B computed by the algorithm is a solution subset, and B (ω) = L. It then follows that the call to TestSolutionSubset yields the correct answer. So suppose that such a subset A exists. We can take to be the set A G of translates of A. We have A (ω g ) = L g for all g ∈ G, so each translate of L is an adjacent-point set.
We consider the intersection of distinct adjacent-point sets.
As 
which has size m. For the next step, we can assume that
be distinct translates of P , and consider their intersection. If A h 1 = A h 1 then the intersection contains A h 1 ; as the two translates are distinct and the size of A h 1 is only 1 less than that of P , this must be the whole of the intersection. Thus in this case the intersection has size m − 1 and is a solution set, as it is a translate of A;
If A h 1 = A h 1 then their intersection has size 1; the only other points that could possibly lie in the intersection of the two translates of P are the points in the two singleton sets A h 2 ∩ A h 3 and A h 2 ∩ A h 3 , so the intersection of these two translates of P has size at most 3, and as m > 4 the algorithm can recognise when the intersection is of size m − 1. Observe that if the set T 2 of translates of P is such that none of the pairwise intersections of elements of T 2 has size m − 1, then the size of T 2 is at most m, since each element of T 2 must contain a different translate of A.
To implement the algorithm in the stated time bound we use a method similar to that of Algorithm 3.5. Consider the calculation of T 1 , which is shown in more detail in Algorithm 4.3 on page 117. For each point ξ of we store a list W (ξ) of elements of T 1 containing that point. To process a new translate S of L we use a list C indexed by T 1 , whose entries are initially 0. For each point ξ of S, we find the list of elements of T 1 containing ξ , and for each element T of that list, increment C(T ). We thus find out the size of the intersection of S with each element of T 1 . We use index numbers to represent the elements of T 1 , as in the implementation of Algorithm 3.5. This enables W , Q and C to be manipulated quickly. Choose X ∈ Q, and set Q := Q \ {X}; 6.
Form S := X g ; 8.
Initialize C to be the zero function from T 1 to N; 9.
For each ξ in S do 10.
For each T in W (ξ) do 11.
Increment C(T ); 12.
End for; 13.
End for; 14.
If C(T ) = 4 for all T ∈ T 1 then 15.
Add S to Q and to T 1 ; 16.
If #T 1 > m/2 then exit with b := False; 17.
For ξ in S do 18.
Add S to W (ξ); 19.
End for; 20.
Else if there exists
Exit with L 1 , L 2 := S, T ; 22.
Else if there exists T ∈ T 1 such that C(T ) is not 4, m or 2m − 3 then 23.
Exit with b := False; 24.
Else do nothing (* S is already in T 1 *); 25.
End if; 26.
End for; 27. End while; 28. End (* This point will not be reached-one of the exit conditions above will be satisfied first *).
since each intersection has size at most 2m − 3. If this iteration of the main loop body is not the last then: every intersection has size 4, m or 2m − 3; at most one has size 2m − 3 (as all entries in T 1 are distinct); and none has size m.
and so is O(m).
A similar method is used to find P 1 and P 2 in the same time bound, and the other steps of the algorithm can be implemented in O(sm 2 ) time. The result follows, since O(sm 2 ) is the same as O(sn).
Observe that we have not used the fact that L is G ω -invariant at any point. However, we will later use this requirement to restrict the possible candidates for the set L.
The following variant works even in the case m = 4, but requires a Schreier tree and so does not have such good asymptotic properties.
The proof is similar to that of the previous version, and is omitted here. Note, however, that when m = 4, the solution subset B constructed by this algorithm may not actually be a translate of A (since when m = 4 and A is a solution subset, \ A is also a solution subset).
Using adjacent-point sets
We now use the results of the preceding sections to give an algorithm to handle one of the classes of groups introduced at the end of Section 2.
For a positive integer k we will use the term 'partition of k' to mean a collection of positive integers, possibly with repetitions, which sum to k. For a finite collection S of finite sets, define the function p(S) = {#x x ∈ S} to give the partition of x∈S #x corresponding to the sizes of the elements of S (note that repetitions are not eliminated on the right-hand side).
Recall that Z is one of the classes of 2-homogeneous groups mentioned in Section 2, containing most of the almost simple 2-transitive groups and a few of the affine 2-transitive groups. We will work with subclasses Z i of Z. With each subclass Z i we will associate two functions. The function M i will take a degree m, and give a partition of the number 2m − 4. The function r i will map the degree m to a natural number. We will choose the classes and functions to satisfy two conditions for each H in Z i . Let (H, ) ∈ Z i have degree m = # , let w ∈ {2} and let S be the collection of H w -orbits on {2} . Then the following conditions will hold:
(so the partition of 2m − 4 corresponding to the H w -orbits contained in the adjacent-point set is M i (m));
, where P means 'power set of' (so the total number of collections of H w orbits whose lengths partition 2m − 4 in this way is bounded by r i (m)).
We will also ensure that the functions M i and r i are easily computable. A procedure fulfilling Specification 2.4 for the class Z i is as follows. 
TestSet(ω, L ∪ {ω}); if b = True then exit (with output b, , η as returned by TestSet). (ω) and, for the groups of class Z, for which TestSet is to be used, the function r i (m). For most types, the 'Description' column contains a normal subgroup of the group in question, and each line represents several groups that contain the group listed as a normal subgroup.
Note that the lengths of the G ω -orbits making up (ω) are only given for some of the 2-transitive groups and, where they are, the table actually gives the lengths of the orbits of the two-point stabilizer G α,β in the 2-transitive action of the group. To obtain the G ω -orbit lengths for (ω), replace the initial pair of '1's by a single '1', and then double the lengths of all other orbits. This is because if the G α,β -orbits on are {α}, {β}, T 1 , . . . , T k then the G {α,β} -orbits that make up ({α, β}) are {{α, β}} and the orbits {{α, t} t ∈ T i } ∪ {{β, t g } t ∈ T i } where g interchanges α and β, and i runs from 1 to k. Such a g exists because the groups under consideration are all 2-transitive. (Note that g normalizes G α,β and so T g i is always a G α,β -orbit.) For certain affine groups, some orbits are denoted by the letter K. This can be read as '1, 1, divisors of e summing to q − 2'. These orbits depend on what field automorphisms are present in the group. The reason for the notation will be explained later, following Proposition 8.3.
The table is derived from a similar one in [3] , with a couple of corrections and some reorganisation. The functions r i were calculated by hand with assistance from GAP [8] . Note that, in order to calculate these functions, we need to know the sizes of all the G ω orbits on , and not just the number of such orbits. In most cases it is relatively straightforward to analyse the orbits of G ω on = {2} , to give the results as shown. For type 10, the alternating and symmetric groups, we can take r i (m) = 1 except when m = 7. For type 11, PSL(d, q), there are at most (q + 2)/4 suborbits of size 2(q − 1) and at most 4 of size 2q 2 (q d−2 − 1)/(q − 1). Type 16, class Z 9 (symplectic groups over F 2 ) is harder. In this case the number of suborbits on pairs is at most nine (for any value of d). The author is unaware of any published version of this result; Appendix A contains a calculation of the lengths of these suborbits, from which it follows that r 9 (m) = 1.
It will be seen from the table that the worst-case asymptotic size of any of the r i (m) is O(m 2 ), and so TestClassZ i has asymptotic complexity O(sn 2 ), since we can also find S in that time. It follows that we can handle the whole class Z =
In fact, r i is bounded by a constant for all classes except Z 6 , Z 7 and Z 8 , so if we know the G ω -orbits in advance we can handle all of Z except these three subclasses in O(sn) time. In Section 6, we present an O(sn log n) algorithm to handle the class Z 6 . The algorithms for class L (Section 9) handle the remaining classes, in which the groups have socle PSL(2, q), as these groups are of Lie rank one, just as are the other groups of class L. The algorithm presented there runs in nearly linear time, so is asymptotically better than that presented here. The main reason for including these groups in the class Z is that in practice one may find the the simpler algorithm presented here more useful.
Improved algorithm for PSL(d, q)
For type 5/4 ). In this section we present a variation on the theme of the preceding section that yields an algorithm for
2) then the original method will have to be used.) We use the disparity in the sizes of the two suborbits to avoid searching through all the possibilities for the smaller suborbit.
where
Form a Schreier tree of translates of L, with edges labelled by the generator of G that was used to perform the translation. For each new translate formed, determine the size of its intersection with each of the translates already found, and stop when a pair L 1 , L 2 of translates intersect in a set of size greater than 4, or when m/2 + 1 translates have been found.
Let g ∈ G be such that L 1 = L g (g will be obtained from the Schreier tree as a word of length O(m) in the generators for G).
5.
If there is precisely one
Return False. Another possibility is that the intersection of 1 and 2 has size m. In this case exactly half of L 1 \ {ω 1 }, and also exactly half of L 2 \ {ω 2 }, will lie in the intersection of L 1 and L 2 (here ω i is the image of ω under the transformation used to obtain
, which is greater than 4 since (d, q) = (3, 2), and at most 1 + q 2 (q d−2 − 1)/(q − 1), and is contained within the intersection 1 ∩ 2 .
In this case we study the geometry more closely to show that L 2 \ L 1 will meet exactly one suborbit of size 2(q − 1), which will be the one needed to extend L 1 to fill the whole of
we may assume that α 1 = α 2 , and that the three points α 1 , β 1 and
We consider the
There are two cases, depending on whether
is the one that contains {α 2 , β 2 }, which is the suborbit x∈X 1 {{α 1 , x}, {β 1 , x}} of size 2(q − 1) that equals 1 \ L 1 , and is thus the suborbit that we seek. As #Y 1 > 2(q − 1), this is the only
On the other hand, if β 2 ∈ Y 1 then any G {α 1 ,β 1 } -orbit containing a pair {β 2 , y} for some y ∈ Y 2 must have size at least
of length 2(q − 1) that we are seeking. As
So we have seen how two of the possibilities for 1 ∩ 2 enable us to identify the suborbit that we need to extend L 1 to the whole of 1 . The final possibility is that 1 ∩ 2 has size 4, in which case L 1 ∩ L 2 has size at most 4. Observe, as in TestSet, that by the time we have considered m/2 + 1 distinct translates of L, we must have found two of them, L 1 and L 2 , say, whose intersection does not fall into this third category.
The algorithm can be implemented in much the same way as TestSet, and in the same time bound.
Obviously, the intention is that if TestPSL returns a suborbit O then we form L = O ∪ O ∪ {ω} and pass it to TestSet, which also has complexity O(sn) and only needs to be called once after each call to TestPSL.
To complete our discussion of groups of Type 11, we need to consider how many different pairs (d, q) there can be, satisfying (q d − 1)/(q − 1) = m for a fixed value of m. Note that there can be more than one: e.g., 31 = (
. It is easy to see that for a particular value of d there can be at most one suitable value of q, as the equation Since there are at most 4 suborbits of size 2(q d−2 − 1)/(q − 1) and so at most 4 calls to TestPSL are needed for each pair (d, q), we can conclude that at most O(log m) calls to TestPSL, and accompanying calls to TestSet, are necessary to handle the class Z 11 , which can therefore be handled in O(sn log n) time.
Affine groups of odd characteristic
We consider now the class of affine 2-homogeneous groups, and look for a procedure satisfying Specification 2.4, taking C to be this class. Thus is a vector space V of dimension r over a prime field F p , so m = p r . Then G is a subgroup of AGL(V ) = AGL(r, q) containing the translation subgroup V . In this section we shall assume that p > 2, and that (G, ) is a group from the class A o , the class of all 2-homogeneous affine groups defined over finite fields of odd characteristic.
First, we give an important lemma, which applies for both odd and even primes p.
. . , x t be a collection of vectors in V , such that the number t of vectors is not divisible by p. Then there exists a vector v ∈ V such that for all g ∈ G which leave the collection of x i invariant, (i.e., there exists a permutation
Proof. Let v = t −1 t i=1 x i , so v is the average of the vectors x i , which exists since t and p are coprime. Let g ∈ G leave the collection of x i invariant (as described); then
Write g as a composite of a linear transformation h ∈ G 0 , followed by a translation by a vector z ∈ V , viz. x g = x h + z for all x ∈ V . Then, using the linearity of h,
Then, by (2),
We apply this here in the case p = 2, and later in the case p = 2.
Corollary 7.2. Let p be an odd prime, G AGL(r, p) and V = F p r . Suppose is a block of imprimitivity of (G, V {2} ) of size not divisible by p. Then there exists
In the following theorem we make use of the one-to-one inclusion preserving correspondence between blocks of imprimitivity containing a point ω and subgroups containing the stabilizer G ω (see [ 
) that contains and has size
since G is transitive on both V {2} and V . This is not divisible by p, so by maximality of , we have = ω G v , and so G { } = G v . By transitivity, the block system G has size # /# = p r .
Since transitive actions of the same group with identical point stabilizers are isomorphic, Theorem 7.3 suggests the following approach to Specification 2.4 for the class A o of 2-homogeneous affine groups defined over fields of odd characteristic. The block system B can be found by using an adaptation of an algorithm of Schönert and Seress [7] . The algorithm given in [7] tests deterministically in O(n log 3 #G + ns log #G) time whether a transitive group is primitive by finding one minimal block; the authors mention the possibility of extending it to find all minimal blocks, which enables us to find B by making a series of at most log n calls to this algorithm.
It is claimed in [7] that the extended algorithm runs in the same deterministic, nearly linear, time bound as the original algorithm, which is true if the orbits of G ω are known in advance, or if an explicit O(log #G) bound on the length of subgroup chains in G is known in advance (otherwise every block found has to be checked, which takes O(sn) time, and there can be O(n) blocks to test). In this case we know that if G is a subgroup of the affine group AGL(d, p) then #G p d(d+1) so log #G 1 4 (log n + 2) log n. As a consequence, we have an explicit bound on the length of a chain of subgroups of G ω , and so we obtain a deterministic nearly linear time algorithm, even in the case where we do not know the orbits of G ω in advance.
Similar techniques can be used to improve the calculation of Schreier trees. The cubedoubling routine from [1] normally builds a Schreier tree of depth at most 2 log #G in O(sn + n log 2 #G) time, so now the Schreier tree can be assumed to have depth at most log 2 n, and can be built in O(sn + n log 4 n) time. As before, if this bound for log #G is exceeded during the calculation, we can stop, knowing that the group cannot be affine acting on pairs.
(In practical implementations, the Schreier tree would normally be calculated by the straightforward breadth-first search method, which is quick and usually yields a much shallower tree than the O(n) worst case.)
A system of look-up tables will enable us to compute efficiently in B, and thus in B {2} . To test whether the actions are isomorphic, we first check that (G, B {2} ) is transitive, and then search for a point ω in B {2} that is fixed by G ω for some point ω ∈ . If ω exists then the map ω g → ω g determines a G-isomorphism. We use a generating set for G ω to find ω , and the time taken is O(tn) where t is the size of the generating set for G ω . If no better generating set is available, then the sn Schreier generators can be calculated one by one, and their fixed points in B {2} found; this can be done in O(sn 2 ) time if a whole transversal is explicitly calculated and stored in a preprocessing step.
A better technique would be to calculate a sufficiently large random subset of the Schreier generators, such that the orbits of the subgroup H of G ω generated by this set do not change with the addition of, say, one or two more random Schreier generators, and choose ω in B {2} to be fixed by this subgroup H . If no such ω exists, then the two actions cannot be isomorphic; if such an ω does exist, we can then find the isomorphism η explicitly by doing an orbit calculation on (G, ), starting at ω, and, as each new point is discovered, calculating the corresponding point in B {2} from those already calculated. This will take O(sn) time.
From this isomorphism we can construct a set which should be (if ω is in fact invariant under the whole of G ω ) a solution set, and test this set using Algorithm 3.5 (TestSolutionSubset), again in O(sn) time. If this test is failed then we go back and calculate more Schreier generators, thus enlarging the subgroup H of G ω , and try again. This technique therefore gives a randomized algorithm that cannot give a wrong answer, and although it is not easy to give a useful estimate on the expected number of Schreier generators needed, it will lead to a practical Las Vegas solution, most of which runs in nearly linear time.
It is a theme of the rest of this paper to show that if the orbits of G ω are known in advance, then there is a deterministic nearly linear algorithm available for Specification 2.4 for the appropriate class C. Although there seems to be no obvious way to construct an isomorphism between and B {2} in this time bound if just these orbits are available, we can do so (by the above method) if a suitably small subset of G ω is available that generates a subgroup that has the same orbits on as G ω does. In fact, we only need a subgroup of G ω that has the same fixed points as G ω , and it is easy to see how this may be constructed from the orbits of G ω in nearly linear time by iterating over the height of a subgroup chain in such a group. At each stage we choose a point ω that is not moved by the subgroup so far constructed but is moved by G ω , and look at the action of the Schreier generators on ω , until one is found that moves it. Of course, there is a certain pointlessness to this argument (how did we obtain the orbits of G ω in the first place?) but it has been included here for completeness, to show that there is a deterministic nearly linear algorithm for this case if only the orbits of G ω are known in advance.
Returning to the situation where no extra information about G ω or its orbits is known in advance, note that if Algorithm 3.5 could be adapted to calculate (in nearly linear time) an element of G ω \H when it failed, then we would have a deterministic nearly linear algorithm; alternatively, if a suitably fast technique for producing genuinely random Schreier generators were available, then we would have a nearly linear Las Vegas algorithm. Finally, the MonteCarlo method in [1] could be used to provide a strong generating set with high probability, and this can be used to obtain generators for G ω . As explained earlier, the log #G terms in the analysis of this algorithm can be improved to log 2 n in this situation using the known bound on the size of the groups being sought. The technique outlined above can then be used to convert this into a true nearly linear Las Vegas algorithm, albeit not in a way that would actually be used in practice unless a strong generating set were needed for other reasons.
Therefore AffineFindBlocksOdd can be implemented deterministically in O(sn 2 ) time, deterministically in nearly linear time if the orbits of G ω are known in advance, or in nearly linear Las Vegas time.
This concludes the analysis in the case p > 2 (class A o ), so we now consider the case p = 2 (class A e ).
Affine groups of characteristic 2
We consider now the class A e which contains most of the affine 2-homogeneous groups defined over fields of characteristic 2, and look for a procedure satisfying Specification 2.4, taking C to be this class. The precise definition of which groups lie in this class is contained in Table 1 ; we explain below why the class has been defined in this way.
We assume that (G, ) is the action on pairs of a permutation group (G, ) that lies in the class A e . From Table 1 , there are well-defined parameters (well-defined because the different rows of Table 1 are disjoint) p, q, d, e such that is a vector space V of dimension d over the field F q , where p is prime (in fact p = 2 in this section) and q = p e , so m = # = q d = p de . Then G will be a subgroup of A L(V ) = A L(d, q) containing the translation subgroup V . Therefore G 0 is a semilinear group over F q . Note that, in writing our algorithm, we cannot assume knowledge of these parameters: since we will have m = q d = p de we will very quickly be able to identify p and the product de, but some work will be needed to determine d and e (and hence q) from the product de.
Some results, principally Proposition 8.1 and Theorem 8.2, will require only that G is a subgroup of AGL(de, p), and hence that G 0 is a linear group over the prime field F p (observe that A L(d, q) can always be regarded as a subgroup of A L(de, p), and that A L(de, p) = AGL(de, p) as p is a prime). Later results will require that G be defined as a subgroup of A L(d, q) where q is strictly larger than 2. The reader will observe from Table 1 that in order to enable us to make this restriction, the few groups for which this is not the case have been moved from class A e to the class Z. In Section 5 we took advantage of the relatively small number of suborbits that these groups have to give an algorithm for them based on entirely different methods.
Our strategy can be outlined as follows: we first show that if we know the action on ordered pairs, we can apply the same techniques as in the odd characteristic case to find a block system on which (if G really is the action on pairs of a group in A e ) G acts as it must on . We then study the suborbits of the actions on pairs of groups in the different rows of Table 1 , and give a means of identifying candidates for the stabilizer of an ordered pair (which must have index 2 in the stabilizer of an unordered pair, i.e., the stabilizer of a point in ).
Recall that V (2) denotes the set of ordered pairs of distinct elements of V . (2) . Let be a maximal block of (G, V (2) 
Recall from Lemma 2.1 that if (G, ) is 2-homogeneous and #G is divisible by 2 then (G, ) is 2-transitive. It follows from Theorem 8.2 that if we can find the action on ordered pairs, then the techniques applied in the odd characteristic case will yield a solution for the class of affine groups defined over fields of characteristic 2 as well.
As G is 2-homogeneous and #G is divisible by 2, the stabilizer G α,β of an ordered pair is always a subgroup of index 2 in the stabilizer G {α,β} of the corresponding unordered pair. So the problem of finding possibilities for the action on ordered pairs, given the action on unordered pairs, reduces to that of finding relevant subgroups of index 2 in G ω .
We now make use of the fact that groups in A e are defined over fields larger than the prime field F 2 . Having fixed ω ∈ , we find a G ω -orbit ⊆ such that the stabilizer in G ω of any point in must be contained in the ordered-pair stabilizer in which we are interested. This will enable us to construct the action of G on cosets of G α,β . 
This is the reason for the 'K' notation in Table 1 .
Proof. Without loss, ω = {0, v}. Then H = G 0,v , and in fact G ω = H × t v since t v G ω , and t v (the translation map x → x + v on V ) has order 2. Define K = {αv α ∈ F q }. Then K is invariant under H and under t v (as (αv) t v = (α + 1)v), so it is invariant under G ω . Let N = H ∩ GL(d, q). Then N acts trivially on K since it acts linearly on V and fixes a generator, v, of the one-dimensional subspace K of V . Therefore, N lies in the kernel of the action induced by H on K {2} .
We know that L(d, q) is the semidirect product of GL(d, q) by a cyclic group of order e generated by the Frobenius automorphism σ , so H/N is cyclic of order dividing e. Thus H induces a cyclic group C on K (and hence on K {2} ) of order f , say, where f | e, and C acts on K as a group of field automorphisms. Let α generate the multiplicative group of F q , and let g ∈ C. Then (α r ) g = (α g ) r for any integer r, and so if C does not act faithfully on the orbit X containing αv, then it cannot act faithfully on K, which would contradict the choice of C. As C is abelian and acts faithfully and transitively on X, it must act regularly on X. Therefore X is an orbit of C on K of size f . The required orbit of G ω acting on pairs is now {{z, x} z ∈ {0, v}, x ∈ X}, as this has size 2f except when f = e = 1.
If (G, V ) lies in A e , and so can be defined over a field of size 2 e where e > 1, and if we know K {2} , we can use this proposition to find a set of at most three subgroups of index 2 in G ω , one of which is the desired subgroup H . To do this, we first take a G ω -orbit Y in K {2} of maximum size; this size should be even, and we set f = #Y/2. By the above, G ω should induce a regular group isomorphic to C f × C 2 on Y . The desired subgroup (if it exists) will be the pre-image in G ω of one of the cyclic subgroups of size f of this group. (The number of such cyclic subgroups depends on f : it is one if f is odd, two if f is divisible by 4, and three if f ≡ 2 mod 4.) The orbit systems of these cyclic subgroups are systems of imprimitivity of G ω , and can be found quickly (or shown not to exist) using the regularity and cyclicity conditions; the desired subgroup is the kernel of the action of G ω on one of these block systems. We summarise this as an explicit procedure to find suitable block systems or show that they do not exist. Having found a G ω -block X (here X is one of the elements of Z in the preceding paragraph) whose stabilizer in G ω is a candidate for H , the stabilizer of the ordered pair corresponding to the (as yet hypothetical) unordered pair ω, it is now an easy matter to construct the action of G on right cosets of H in G as an action on the cartesian product of and a set C = {True, False} of size 2. Fix a transversal T for G ω ∈ G. For a generator g i of G, and a point (ω , x), the image (ω , x) g i is given by
points to get the images of the generators in the new group. The transversal T can be stored in a Schreier tree if desired; testing whether X t (ω )gt (ω g ) −1 = X can be done by examining just one point of X, since the translating element lies in G ω and X is a block for G ω . Using a look-up table to check membership of X, the whole procedure can be completed in O(sn) time if T is stored explicitly, or O(snl) time if T is stored in a Schreier tree of depth l.
This action can now be tested as described earlier: we find a maximal block in it of size not divisible by 2, and if the corresponding block system has the right size, we run an isomorphism test to see if we have a solution. If not, we repeat for each X ∈ Z, and if no solution is found over all these tests, or if we failed when trying to calculate X, we may conclude that no solution exists for groups in the class A e of affine groups defined over fields of characteristic 2 where the field is larger than F 2 , and where K {2} is known.
We now turn to the problem of identifying K {2} . Proof. The proof is straightforward, and is omitted here.
Fix a point ω ∈ . Given a positive integer e, define the subset Q e of by
that is, the union of all G ω -orbits of size dividing 2e. Table 1 , and let = V {2} . Let q, e and d be the corresponding parameters from this table, and let r = de, so m = #V = 2 r . Then one of the following holds:
Proposition 8.5. Suppose (G, V ) is a group of one of the types 1 to 8 in
(i) the set Q e has size 2 e−1 (2 e − 1); Proof. Define e * to be the largest integer dividing r such that Q e * has size 2 e * −1 (2 e * − 1), or 0 if no such integer exists. We suppose that e * = e, and show that then either e * = 0 and one of the third and fourth cases arises, or that e * = 4, and G = ASL(2, 4). From Proposition 8.3, we know that Q e contains K {2} . Therefore (under our assumption that e * = e), there is an orbit T of G ω on of size dividing 2r, and which is not contained in K {2} , since either e * > e, or Q e strictly contains K {2} . Clearly, therefore, it is impossible for G to be of type 8 under our assumption, as for that type K = V . If U is an orbit of G α,β on V such that pairs in T contain elements of U , then From the lists of G α,β orbit lengths in Table 1 , and Lemma 8.4, it is immediate that if G is not of type 7, then e = 1 and d is 3, 4 or (for types 6, 6a) 6. It is straightforward to check manually or by GAP [8] that in all these remaining cases, e * = e = 1. Similarly, it is immediate from Table 1 and Lemma 8.4 that if G is of type 7 (so d = 2) then e = 2, 3 or 4; again, it is straightforward to check that in this case if e = 3 then also e * = 3.
The suborbit lengths of the groups containing ASL(2, 4) and of some of those containing ASL(2, 16) are displayed in Table 2 , with the value of e * . The table was computed using GAP [8] . The table includes groups isomorphic to each of the three subgroups of A L(2, 16) which contain ASL(2, 16) as a maximal proper subgroup. It also includes groups isomorphic to each subgroup of A L(2, 16) in which the index of ASL(2, 16) divides 4. Suppose G A L(2, 16), but G is not isomorphic to a group in the table. Then (as | A L(2, 16) : ASL(2, 16)| = 60), |G : ASL(2, 16)| must be divisible by 3 or 5, and so G must contain a subgroup H isomorphic to one of the groups in the last two rows of the table. The group H has a correct e * of 4, and since the suborbits of G are unions of suborbits of H , yet K remains the same, this means that e * for G also has the correct value, 4.
The claimed results now follow from this discussion and the entries in the table.
Let A x be the class of groups consisting only of ASL(2, 4), ASL(2, 4) : 2, and those groups G with ASL(2, 16) G ASL(2, 16) : 4. Let A * e = A e \ A x . We now have a procedure for the class A * e .
1. If there does not exist an integer r such that # = n = m 2 where m = 2 r , then conclude that (G, ) is not a group from A * e acting on pairs. 2. Fix ω ∈ and calculate the G ω -orbits on . 3. Calculate the largest integer e * dividing r and such that Q e * has size 2 e * −1 (2 e * − 1). 4 . If e * > 1 then apply previously described techniques, assuming that K {2} = Q e * (and therefore that e = e * and d = r/e).
Else conclude that (G, )
is not a group from A * e acting on pairs. 6. End if.
Observe that if (G, ) is one of the affine groups in Z (i.e., an affine group defined over F 2 ) acting on pairs, then the above test will give e * = 1. This may be used to speed up an implementation of the procedure for groups of class Z.
The class A x , which contains only five groups, need not detain us long. The simplest technique here is to divide it into five classes, each containing one group. The first test in each case will be to check that there are the correct number of suborbits of each length, by comparison with Table 2 . If that test is passed, we test a series of candidates for a largest G ω -orbit lying in K {2} , using information about the G ω -orbit lengths in K {2} . For example, for ASL(2, 16) : 4, these orbits have length 8, and we test two of the G ω -orbits of this length, since twelve out of the thirteen G ω -orbits of length 8 lie in K {2} . In the other cases the number of orbits to be tested is between one and ten. Each candidate G ω -orbit is tested in the same way that a largest G ω orbit in K {2} is tested in the procedure for A * e . As in the odd characteristic case, this algorithm can be implemented deterministically in O(sn 2 ) time, or in nearly linear Monte-Carlo time. The analysis is the same as for that case, except that we have to find relevant subgroups of G ω of index 2, which takes O(sn log n) time, and that we get up to three actions of degree 2n, instead of just one of degree n, to which to apply the block-finding routine.
The remaining almost simple groups
The class L consists of the groups (G, ) that contain a normal subgroup S isomorphic to one of the simple groups PSU(3, q) (for q a prime power greater than 2) (acting on isotropic points), Sz(q) (for q an odd power of 2 greater than 2) or R(q) (for q an odd power of 3 greater than 3) as a normal subgroup, and the degree m is q 3 + 1, q 2 + 1 or q 3 + 1 respectively. We also include the non-simple Ree group, R(3) ∼ = P L(2, 8) acting on 28 points in the class L. For the moment, however, we shall ignore it; it will be discussed at the end of this section.
The groups in L are groups of Lie type, and all have Lie rank one; the other family of groups of Lie rank one is PSL(2, q), for q a prime power greater than 3, acting on projective points, which has many similarities to these families, but sufficient differences for us to treat it in the class Z. However the results of this section apply to this family of groups as well. In what follows, L will be used to denote the class of 2-transitive groups that either lie in L, or whose socle is PSL(2, q) for some prime power q > 3.
We refer the reader to [4, pp. 248-252] for a brief description of these groups. The notation here follows that of [4] in most respects.
We consider the groups S, which are themselves all 2-transitive. The two-point stabilizer S α,β = H is cyclic of order (q 2 − 1)/d for PSU (3, q) , where d is (3, q + 1), and cyclic of order q − 1 for the other cases. The stabilizer S α is the semidirect product of a Sylow p-subgroup T of S by H (where p is the prime dividing q), and T acts regularly on \ {α} so # = #T + 1. Proof. We shall assume that X G α , X G β and X = G {α,β} , and seek a contradiction. Let c = |X : G α,β |, so certainly c > 1. Let Y = X ∩ S where as before S is the socle of G. Since S is 2-transitive, G = G α, 
Recall that S α is the extension of a Sylow p-subgroup T (of size m − 1) of S by H . This means that N S (T ) = S α , and so there is precisely one Sylow p-subgroup of S fixing each point of ; as T acts regularly on \ {α}, the intersection of any two Sylow p-subgroups of S is trivial.
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of Y , so #P = c since #H is not divisible by p. We also get P ∩ H = 1 since the orders are coprime, and therefore Y = P H . By Sylow's Theorem, P is contained in a Sylow p-subgroup of S, and so P has a unique fixed point γ and acts semi-regularly on \ {γ }. Thus we have reached a contradiction, and so conclude that either X is contained within G α or G β , or p = 2 and X = G {α,β} .
Recall that (2) is the set of ordered pairs of distinct elements of . Proof. This is an application of the one-to-one correspondence between blocks of imprimitivity containing (α, β) and subgroups containing G α,β (see [4, Theorem 1.5A], for example). Maximality of the blocks given is a consequence merely of their size; the remainder of the result follows from Proposition 9.1. (2) in Corollary 9.2. Then the subset A = {{x, y} (x, y) ∈ D} of {2} is a solution subset.
Observation 9.3. Suppose D is one of the two blocks of imprimitivity of
We can perform the projection from (2) to {2} even if we only know the stabilizer of a point in (2) as a subgroup of index 2 in the stabilizer of a point in {2} , and do not know the structure of either set as a set of pairs. In particular, it is straightforward to perform this projection if we have constructed the supposed action on (2) Project D from back onto (by the map J x → ω x ), and test to see whether the resulting set is a solution subset.
5.
If we find a solution subset, return b := True and , η calculated from the solution subset. Otherwise, return b := False. 6. Else 7.
Return b := False; 8. End if; 9. End.
Obviously, if we have several candidates J for G α,β we can test each one in turn by the above procedure.
The subgroup G α,β is a subgroup of index 2 in the stabilizer G ω of a point in the input action. We can find the subgroups of index 2 using the following result, whose proof can be found in Appendix B. Recall that a base for a permutation group is a subset of the domain such that the point-wise stabilizer of the subset is trivial. (Many authors regard a base as an ordered set; however, that will not be necessary for present purposes.) Proof. This is reasonably straightforward to show; it is proved in Appendix B.
Note that for groups in L, and indeed some of the groups whose socle is PSL(2, q), this can be strengthened to the effect that G ω,λ is actually trivial. This also follows from results in Appendix B.
This result enables us to find the action of G ω on R, and find a subset of R of size at most 2 which is a base for G ω . We can then enumerate the elements of G ω by traversing a Cayley graph, identifying the vertices of the graph with the images of the base. This enables us to form the subgroup G 2 ω as a block in the regular action of G ω . The index of G 2 ω in G ω is 2, 4 or 8, since G ω is an extension of a cyclic group H by a group of order 2, and then by a cyclic group of field automorphisms. We can factor out G 2 ω in our regular action of G ω , inducing an elementary abelian action of G ω on 2, 4 or 8 points. The 1, 3 or 7 subgroups of index 2 in this induced group yield the subgroups of G ω of index 2. As there are at most 7 of these, using the previously described algorithm to check all possible subgroups of index 2 is feasible.
We now give an explicit algorithm to perform these tasks.
1. If m − 1 is not the power of a prime p then Exit. 2. Fix ω ∈ , and set S to be the set of G ω -orbits on . 3. Set R to be an element of S of maximum size. 4. Test whether the set R ∪ {ω} is an adjacent-point set (ω) using TestSet. 5. Form the group induced by G ω on R. 6. Fix λ ∈ R. Calculate G ω,λ as a group of permutations of R; if it has size larger than 2 then Exit, else if it is non-trivial, find λ ∈ R such that b = {λ, λ } is a base for G ω ; otherwise take b = {λ} as a base for G ω . 7. Use the known base for G ω to enumerate all the elements of G ω as images of the base b and as permutations of R. 8. Calculate the subgroup M of G ω generated by the elements g 2 as g runs over G ω , as a subset containing b of the set of images of b; this is a block in the action of G ω on base-images. 9. If x = #G ω /#M ∈ {2, 4, 8} and there are x−1 blocks of size #G ω /2 that contain M in the action of G ω on base-images, then return the block systems corresponding to these blocks. 10. Else conclude that (G, ) is not the action on pairs of a group in L . 11. End if.
We form the action of G ω on R as follows. Fix λ ∈ R and choose λ ∈ R \ {λ}; we will assume that {λ, λ } is a base for G ω . By Theorem 9.4 we may have to run the algorithm O(log m) times with different values for λ before we are certain that if the group is the action on pairs of a group from L then we have at some point considered a base. 2 ) space to store a table of flags that enables us to decide whether we have seen a particular base image before in constant time.) If that is the case then G ω is too large, and we may terminate the procedure. Otherwise we can, in the same time bound, and still assuming that {λ, λ } is a base for G ω , evaluate on the whole of R the Schreier generators that led to distinct base images, and arrive at a set of O(#R) generators for the action of G ω on R. We test whether these elements generate a group that is transitive on R; if not, then {λ, λ } cannot be a base, and we must return to the start and choose a different λ. However, the converse does not hold: if the group generated is transitive on R we cannot deduce that {λ, λ } is necessarily a base.
We now calculate G ω,λ ; here we have O((#R) 2 ) Schreier generators, and still assume that {λ, λ } is a base. There should be at most 2 distinct base images (including the trivial one); if any more are found, we can terminate the whole procedure (as even if {λ, λ } is not a base, we now know that G ω is too large). If 2 elements of G ω,λ are found, then we may conclude that either {λ, λ } is a base for G ω or (G, ) is not the action on pairs of a group of L , and so we can continue to the next stage of the algorithm. However, if it appears that G ω acts regularly on R, then we must repeat the whole procedure with other values of λ , and only conclude that that is really the case when we have tried 1 + 2 log p (m − 1) different values for λ .
Thus in O(sln log n) time and using O(n log 2 n) space we can obtain: a subset of Sym(R) of size at most 2#R, which generates G ω if (G, ) is the action on pairs of a group in L ; a permutation of R, of order 1 or 2, which (under the same condition) generates G ω,λ ; and a subset b of R, of size at most 2 and containing λ, which (under the same condition) is a base for G ω . It is now straightforward to use these to enumerate the elements of G ω , both as images of b and as permutations of R, in time O((#R) 2 ). Then the required block M in the action of G ω on images of b can be formed in the same time, and the blocks corresponding to subgroups of index 2 in G ω can be found quickly.
Note that this procedure can be significantly simplified if it is only desired that we check for members of L for which G ω acts regularly on a largest suborbit R; this includes all members of L. In particular, in that case we can assume that {λ} is a base for G ω , since if it is not, then the group is not one we are interested in.
The general case would probably be implemented slightly differently from the outline above: we would use a subset of R of size 1 + log p (m − 1) as an assumed base, to avoid having to repeat the procedure with different guesses as the base, and use some sort of hashing technique to check whether we had seen each new base image before; however, although hashing has good average case complexity, the worst-case asymptotic complexity of this method would not be nearly linear, and the aim in this section is to obtain a nearly linear algorithm.
For each block system found by the above procedure we can then find the action on cosets of the kernel of the action of G ω on the system, using the same methods as in Section 8. The procedure given earlier in this section, which assumed knowledge of the subgroup G α,β , can then be used. The implementation issues for this part of the algorithm are essentially the same as those for the equivalent part of the algorithm for affine groups. In Section 7 we obtained a deterministic nearly linear-time algorithm for this problem, and a similar result is easily obtained here in the same manner. Of course, the remarks made there about finding shallow Schreier trees and bounding #G in terms of the degree n to give an algorithm that is linear up to a factor that is a poly-logarithmic function of n alone (instead of n and #G, as is usual with these 'nearly linear' algorithms) apply here as well.
We therefore have a deterministic nearly linear algorithm for recognising groups of class L if we know the orbits of G ω in advance, and thus we get a Monte-Carlo nearly linear implementation with no prerequisites. Using the Schreier generators as generators for G ω yields a deterministic O(sn 2 ) algorithm.
The non-simple Ree group, R(3) ∼ = P L (2, 8) . We apply similar techniques as for the rest of the class L to the group R(3), in its 2-transitive representation on 28 points. Proposition 9.1 no longer holds, but there is a pair ξ such that the smallest block of G acting on (2) containing ξ and (α, β) is the desired block. It can be shown (using GAP [8] ) that when the action on ordered pairs has been found, every one of the four blocks of imprimitivity of size m − 1 that arise in this way projects to a solution subset. Therefore, a suitable block can be found by repeated calls to Atkinson's algorithm, or similar.
As for the other Ree groups, G = R(3) has the property that G ω acts regularly on a largest suborbit; the part of the procedure concerned with finding subgroups of index 2 in G ω is the same as in the general case for L .
Summary and practical results
We have given a deterministic, O(sn 2 ) solution to the problem of Specification 1.1, and a deterministic nearly linear algorithm which solves Specification 1.1 if the G ω -orbits are known in advance.
Using the techniques of [1] , this result leads to a Monte-Carlo algorithm, also in nearly linear time, for all except the alternating groups (in the natural action), since the collection of all other 2-homogeneous groups is a class of small-base groups. Note that this is a onesided Monte-Carlo algorithm: if the algorithm finds an action on pairs then its output is always correct; it is only if it reports that no such action exists that there is a possibility of error.
The O(sn 2 ) algorithm based on the full set of Schreier generators is spatially expensive ( (n 2 )) , and so in practice it seems important to reduce the number of generators used for G ω to a more manageable level, or to accept a slight decrease in asymptotic temporal efficiency to handle the Schreier generators in a spatially more efficient manner.
Experimental results. The procedures described in the foregoing sections have been implemented in GAP [8] . The GAP code for the implementation is made available in Appendix C. The important part of this paper is the deterministic algorithms that start with generators for G ω , and it is only these that have been tested, using the GAP implementation of the Schreier-Sims procedure to provide generators for G ω . The time to run the Schreier-Sims routine has not been included in these timings.
The program was tested on a 200MHz. Pentium with 32Mb. of main store, running GAP under the Linux operating system. Timings are given in seconds of C.P.U. time, as reported by GAP, averaged over several runs with different random generating sets, usually of size 2 or 3; each time, the generators were conjugated by a different randomly chosen permutation of the points of , to hide the structure of as a set of pairs.
As is to be expected, the routine for the class Z, using adjacent-point sets, runs fastest. For the groups with small r i , the times taken showed little variation for any particular group, and were approximately proportional to the input degree, with the groups PSL(8, 2) acting on pairs of input degree 255 2 , and Co 3 acting on pairs of input degree 276 2 , requiring 10 and 11 seconds respectively (in addition to the time spent in the Schreier-Sims procedure).
The running times for the other classes were significantly longer than these timings. Typical results include recognising the action on pairs of ASL(5, 3) (input degree When the input is not an action on pairs, the program normally recognises this quickly, using the suborbit structure. However, it is possible to create examples that take some time. For example, (using ATLAS notation) the group 15 × 2 8 : 17 has order 65280 = 2 256 2 . The action on the cosets of one of the subgroups of order 2 is therefore an action of degree 256 2 with suborbits of length at most 2, and the program took nearly 2.5 minutes to establish that this was not an action on pairs.
It follows that X splits into two G-orbits, namely
. It is then shown in [4] that G acts 2-transitively on X + and on X − .
We use techniques similar to those in [4] to determine the orbits of the stabilizer of two points in the 2-transitive actions. We then do the same for the orbits of the various 3-point stabilizers in these actions, and deduce the suborbits in the action on unordered pairs.
In places our analysis will hold only for d 5. It has to be checked by hand or GAP [8] that the same result is true for 2 d 4.
The following lemma is a generalisation of Lemma 7.7B in [4] , where it is part of the proof of 2-transitivity. For a ∈ V and ∈ F 2 define L(a, ) = {v ∈ V φ(v, a) = }. As  in [4], if a 1 , . . . , a r ∈ V are linearly independent and 1 , . . . , r ∈ F 2 then L(a 1 , 1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ L(a r , r ) = U + w 0 for some subspace U of V of dimension 2m − r and some w 0 ∈ V . When all i = 0 we have w 0 = 0. Let a 1 , . . . , a r be linearly independent elements of V , where 
Lemma A.2.
If there is g ∈ G fixing θ v 1 and θ v 2 and mapping θ t to θ w then
There are 2 2d−2 elements t ∈ V with θ 0 b = and φ(t,
for all u ∈ V and so by (A.2) and the definition of the action of G, 2) . Therefore (by further applications of (A.2)) θ w = θ v 1 +(v 1 +t)g , and so
and by (A.3) applied to the second term this equals
For the second part, consider Lemma A.2 with r = 0. In the proof, we get U = V , and we can certainly take b to be (2 d Suppose a 1 , a 2 , b, c are distinct elements of V , with θ 0 (a 1 a 1 + a 2 ) there is g ∈ G fixing θ a 1 and θ a 2 and mapping θ b to θ c .
Proof. We show that there exists w ∈ V such that θ 0 (w) = and
It will then follow from Lemma A.1 that g = t b+w t c+w has the desired properties.
We have θ a 1 a 1 ) + φ(w, b) and similarly for the others, so the conditions (A.4) are equivalent to
The set of w ∈ V satisfying these conditions is
If it can be shown that a 1 + b, a 1 + c and a 2 + b are linearly independent, then it will follow by Lemma A.2 that θ 0 is non-constant on K, and the proof will be complete. Clearly a 1 + b and a 2 + b are linearly independent since a 1 , a 2 and b are distinct (and F 2 has only 2 elements). Similarly, a 1 + c is non-zero, and not equal to a 1 + b or a 1 + a 2 = ((a 1 + b) + (a 2 + b) ). Therefore either a 1 + b, a 1 + c and a 2 + b are linearly independent, or a 1 + c = a 2 + b. So we certainly have a proof except in the case where c = a 1 + a 2 + b. In this case there is always some x ∈ V with θ 0 (x) = , φ(x, a 1 + a 2 ) = φ(b, a 1 + a 2 ) = φ(c, a 1 + a 2 ) and x / ∈ {a 1 , a 2 , b, c}, since (by the preceding lemma) there are at least 2 2d−2 − 2 d−1 elements fulfilling the first two of these conditions, and d 4 by hypothesis so this number is larger than 4. Now by the proof in the linearly independent case there exist g 1 , g 2 ∈ G that both fix θ a 1 and θ a 2 , and such that g 1 maps θ b to θ x , whilst g 2 maps θ x to θ c = θ a 1 +a 2 +b . Then g = g 1 g 2 will suffice. Proof. Let α = θ a 1 and β = θ a 2 where θ 0 (a 1 ) = θ 0 (a 2 ) = . Note that φ(a i , a 1 + a 2 ) = θ 0 (a 1 + a 2 ) for i = 1, 2. The result now follows by the preceding proposition and lemma, since 2 d−1 (2 
We can calculate the orbits of any 3-point stabilizer, as well. a 2 ) . Then the subset {v ∈ V | θ 0 (v) = } of V is partitioned by the sets X λµ , where λ, µ ∈ F 2 and a 1 + a 3 , θ 0 (a 1 + a 3 Proof. Note that φ(u, a 1 + a 2 ) = φ(u, a 1 + a 3 ) + φ(u, a 2 + a 3 ) for u ∈ V , and that θ 0 (a 1 +a 2 ) = θ 0 (a 1 +a 3 )+θ 0 (a 2 +a 3 )+φ(a 1 +a 3 , a 2 +a 3 ) = θ 0 (a 1 +a 3 )+θ 0 (a 2 +a 3 )+ 0 . It follows that
and so the X λµ do indeed partition {v ∈ V | θ 0 (v) = }. Suppose 0 = 0. Then
and each of these sets has size 2 d−1 (2 
and similar expressions for X 01 ∪ X 11 and X 10 ∪ X 11 . Each of these sets has size 2 2d−2 by Lemma A.3. It follows that #X 01 = #X 10 = #X 11 = 2 2d−3 and #X 00 for i = 1, 2, 3. The set of elements of V satisfying these conditions is
for j = 2, 3, because b and c are in the same set X λµ .
In the case where a 1 + b, a 2 + b, a 3 + b and a 1 + c are linearly independent, the result now follows by Lemma A.2, since d 5. Now a 1 + b, a 2 + b and a 3 + b must be linearly independent, since a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and b are distinct and b = a 1 + a 2 + a 3 . Similarly a 1 + c, a 2 +c and a 3 +c are linearly independent. If a 1 +b, a 2 +b, a 3 +b and a 1 +c are not linearly independent, they span a space of dimension at most 3, and so (since X λµ has size at least 2 2d−3 − 2 d−1 > 8) there is an element x ∈ X λµ such that a 1 + x is linearly independent of a 1 + b, a 2 + b, a 3 + b and a 1 + c, and therefore both {a 1 + b, a 2 + b, a 3 + b, a 1 + x}  and {a 1 + c, a 2 + c, a 3 + c, a 1 + x} are linearly independent. We have therefore shown that we can map from θ b to θ x , and from θ c to θ x within G θ a 1 ,θ a 2 ,θ a 3 and so the proof is complete. Secondly, φ(a i , a i + a j ) = θ 0 (a i + a j ) for distinct i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. This means that if 0 = 0 then a i ∈ X 00 for i = 1, 2, 3, and if 0 = 1 then a 1 ∈ X 01 , a 2 ∈ X 10 and a 3 ∈ X 00 . We also have φ(a 1 + a 2 + a 3 , a i + a j ) = φ(a k , a i + a j ) where {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3} and a 2 )) ). Therefore if 0 = 0, a 1 + a 2 + a 3 ∈ X 00 . The results follow from the previous proposition and the sizes of the sets X λµ as calculated in Proposition A.6.
Proof. Firstly θ
We can now calculate the sizes of the suborbits of G acting on unordered pairs. Let α = θ a 1 , β = θ a 2 where θ 0 (a i ) = (i = 1, 2). Let ω = {α, β}, and consider the action of G ω on = {θ v θ 0 (v) = } {2} . Observe that G ω is generated by G θ a 1 ,θ a 2 and the transvection
and θ h c = θ c for c ∈ C. It is easy to see that the sets {ω}, {{θ a i , θ b } i ∈ {1, 2}, b ∈ B} and {{θ a i , θ c } i ∈ {1, 2}, c ∈ C} are G ω -orbits, of sizes 1, 2#B and 2#C respectively, and that the adjacentpoint set (ω) is the union of these three sets. For the remaining orbits we look first at orbits on ordered pairs. By Proposition A.7 and its corollary, there are three G θ a 1 ,θ a 2 -orbits of ordered pairs (θ b 1 , θ b 2 ) where b 1 , b 2 ∈ B, of sizes #B, #B.# 00 and #B.# 11 , since if a 3 ∈ B then 0 = 0 and B ⊆ X 00 ∪ X 11 . The orbit containing (θ b 2 , θ b 1 ) must have the same size as that containing (θ b 1 , θ b 2 ), and so, since these three orbits have different sizes, each must be symmetric, that is, contain the pair (θ b 2 , θ b 1 ) for every pair (θ b 1 , θ b 2 ) lying in it. Therefore these three orbits correspond to three orbits of unordered pairs, each half the size. Because b + a 1 + a 2 ∈ B whenever b does, if any of these orbits were not also G ω -orbits, then there would have to be a pair of them, such that the union of the pair was a G ω -orbit. The two orbits would have to have the same size for this to happen, and this is not the case, so each is itself a G ω -orbit.
There are two G θ a 1 ,θ a 2 -orbits of ordered pairs (θ c 1 , θ c 2 ) where c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, of sizes #C.# 00 and #C.# 11 . As before, these have different sizes so they are symmetric, and there are two corresponding orbits on unordered pairs each of half the size of its 'image'. They are also G ω -orbits, since h fixes θ c for c ∈ C. 
Finally, there are two G θ a 1 ,θ a 2 -orbits of ordered pairs (θ c , θ b ) where c ∈ C, b ∈ B, of sizes #C.# 01 and #C.# 10 . These are clearly not symmetric, and the corresponding orbits of unordered pairs have the same sizes as their 'images'. Note that the orbits are of the same size as each other, and that if a 3 = c and b ∈ X 01 then b + a 1 + a 2 ∈ X 10 since 0 = 1. Therefore the union of the two orbits is a G ω -orbit.
A summary table of the orbit lengths of G ω acting on is included in This appendix contains results about the groups of class L , that is, the groups of Lie rank 1. If (G, ) is the 2-transitive action of such a group then we consider the action of G on = {2} ; more precisely, we take ω ∈ and look at the action of on a largest G ω -orbit R. We show that this action is faithful and either regular or very nearly regular, and we examine how to extend a set containing ω and one element of R to form a base for G. (Recall that a base for a permutation group is a subset of the domain whose point-wise stabilizer is trivial.)
These results are used in Section 9 to provide a means of finding the subgroups of G ω of index 2. Recall from that section that L denotes the 2-transitive groups whose socle is one of PSU(3, q) (for q a prime power greater than 2), Sz(q) (for q an odd power of 2 greater than 2) and R(q) (for q an odd power of 3 greater than 3). The class L contains these groups and those with socle PSL(2, q) for q a prime power greater than 3. Proof. As in Section 9, we refer the reader to [4] for a description of these groups.
Let K denote the field of q elements (q 2 for the PSU (3, q) case, when we denote the fixed field of the automorphism x →x of order 2 of K by K 0 ), and let p be the prime dividing q. Let S denote the socle of the group G.
As was mentioned in Section 9, the stabilizer S α is the semidirect product of a Sylow p-subgroup T of S by the two-point stabilizer S α,β , which we denote by H . The elements of T can be parametrised by 2 or 3 parameters from K: for PSU(3, q), T = {t a,b a, b ∈ K, aā + b +b = 0} (note that the parameters here are interchanged with respect to those in [4] to be consistent with the other groups); for Sz(q), T = {t a,b a, b ∈ K} (of course, the t a,b have completely different interpretations in the two cases) and for R(q), T = {t a,b,c a, b, c ∈ K}. Note that for any automorphism σ * of one of these groups that is induced by a field automorphism σ of K, we have t σ It is sufficient to find points α, β, γ ∈ such that G α,β,γ = 1 since then {{α, β}, {α, γ }} is a base for (G, ). Because (G, ) is 2-transitive, we can take α, β to be arbitrary points of , as before, and use the notation introduced earlier. The problem then reduces to that of finding an element of T that is moved by every non-trivial element of G α,β in the action on T by conjugation.
If we can find an element b of K that is moved by all automorphisms of K, and (if S is PSU(3, q)) for which t 1,b (or t 1,b,c for some c) is an element of T , then we have done. This is because for any h ∈ H or, in the PSU(3, q) case where 3 | q + 1, any product h of a diagonal automorphism and an element of H , the conjugate t h There are always elements of K moved by every field automorphism: just take any element b that generates K over the prime field. If it is fixed by a field automorphism, then it must lie in a proper subfield of K, contradicting the choice of b. Therefore we are done when S is a Suzuki or Ree group.
For the unitary case, we require an element b ∈ K that is moved by every field automorphism, and for which 1 + b +b = 0. This is equivalent to showing that there is an element b in K that does not lie in any proper subfield of K and for which 1 + b +b = 0. The number of elements b of K with 1 + b +b = 0 is q, since the trace map K → K 0 given by x → x +x is surjective and K 0 -linear. Let N be the number of these elements that lie in proper subfields of K. We will show that N < q.
Let r be the integer such that q = p r . Then K has size p 2r and the maximal subfields of K are K 0 and the fields of size p 2r/s for odd prime divisors s of r. If b ∈ K 0 thenb = b; if in addition 1 + b +b = 0 then 1 + 2b = 0 so this is impossible if p = 2 and otherwise there is precisely one such b. The number of b with 1 + b +b = 0 that lie in the field of size p 2r/s is at most p 2r/s − 1, since 0 is not a solution to this equation. Therefore
where the sum is over all odd prime divisors s of r. Therefore if r is a power of 2 we have N 1, otherwise N tp 2r/3 where t is the number of odd prime divisors of r. It is easy to see that t < p r/3 , so N < p r = q. This concludes the proof in the unitary case.
The remainder of this appendix is concerned with groups whose socle is PSL(2, q). 3, and so p r 9. Therefore r 2 and so either e = 0 and p r = 5, or e = 1, r = 2 and p r = 9. In the second case, as p is odd we must have p r = 3. Therefore if q / ∈ {3, 5, 9} then b is a square satisfying both conditions. Proof. We can regard as the projective line F q ∪ {∞}, and the elements of P L as transformations x → (ax + b)/(cx + d) composed with field automorphisms acting naturally. Suppose G is not 3-transitive on . Then p is odd and G 0,∞ has two orbits on \{0, ∞}, namely the set of squares in F q × and the set of non-squares. Field automorphisms map squares to squares, but the non-trivial diagonal automorphism maps squares to non-squares and vice-versa. Thus if the group contains any outer automorphism not contained in the group of field automorphisms then it is 3-transitive on . So we may reduce the problem to the case P L(2, q) = PSL (2, q) φ where φ is the automorphism induced by the Frobenius map x → x p on F , and q is odd, since any non-3-transitive group of PSL(2, q)-type is contained in this group, and so it suffices to find a base of size 2 for this group acting on = {2} .
We take α = ∞ and β = 0. Our strategy will be to fix ω = {α, β} and choose a suitable point ω 1 , then show that {ω, ω 1 } is a base by taking an arbitrary element h ∈ G fixing ω and showing that if h fixes ω 1 as well then h = 1. So let h ∈ G ω . Then there exist t ∈ F q and i 0 such that h = gφ i or h = gj φ i where g : x → t 2 x and j : x → −x −1 .
We distinguish two cases, depending on whether q ≡ 1 mod 4 or q ≡ 3 mod 4. In the first case, −1 is a square in F q . By Lemma B.2, there exists a ∈ F q × which is a non-square fixed only by the trivial element of φ , and such that a for some l ∈ F q . If {1, z} σ * h = {1, z} then {l, lz σ } = {1, z}. So if either σ * or h is not the identity we must have l = z and lz σ = 1, which gives z σ = z −1 ; this is only possible if q 4. Thus if q = 4 then G α,β acts semi-regularly on the G ω -orbit containing {1, z}, which thus has size at least 1 2 #G ω . However if q = 4 then the group of field automorphisms of F q has size 2 so if G is 3-transitive then the suborbit contained in (ω) has size at least 1 2 #G ω . If G is not 3-transitive then G ω acts regularly on a largest suborbit, by the previous proposition. Now we consider certain special elements, g, g of G ω , and show that for each k at least one of these elements fixes a point in X k , but that neither g nor g fixes more than two points of any set X k of size q − 1.
In the case p = 2, consider the map g : x → x −1 , which lies in G ω . Let l ∈ F q have l 2 = k −1 (this is always possible since 2 does not divide the order of F q × ; however there is only one element l with this property). Then {l, lk} g = {l, lk}, but this is the unique pair in X k that is fixed by g, since the only element of F q fixed by g is 1 (which equals −1) so any pair {a 1 , a 2 } fixed by g must have a g 1 = a 2 and a g 2 = a 1 . If p is odd, more care is needed. By the previous proposition, if G ω does not act regularly on a largest suborbit, then G must act 3-transitively on . Furthermore if G is a 3-transitive extension of PSL(2, q) by a group of order 2, then G ω still acts regularly on the suborbit of size 2(q − 1) that is contained in (ω). This means that we may actually assume that G contains PGL(2, q), as the only 3-transitive extension of PSL(2, q) that does not contain PGL(2, q) contains PSL(2, q) as a subgroup of index 2. It follows that g (which has determinant −1 so does not lie in PSL(2, q)) does lie in G. However, there are now either 0 or 2 elements l such that l 2 = k −1 , depending upon whether k is a square in F q or not. Since the only elements of F q fixed by g are ±1, and the pair {1, −1} lies in the set X −1 that has size (q − 1)/2 not q − 1, we see that if the set x k has size q − 1 then g must interchange the points of any pair in X k that it fixes, and so g fixes at most 2 pairs in any X k of size q − 1. For half the sets X k , that is, those for values of k for which k −1 has a square root in F q , the element g has a fixed point in X k ; we now look for an element g with similar properties, that fixes a point in all those X k that do not contain fixed points of g. Assume k has no square root in F q . Let c be an element of F q that is not a square. The transformation g : x → cx −1 lies in G ω and there are precisely two elements l for which l 2 = ck −1 . Then {l, lk} g = {l, lk} and g fixes a point of X k ; as before, g fixes at most 2 points of any set X k , since g does not fix any points of F q .
Thus for any set X k , there exists a non-trivial element g or g of G ω that fixes a point of X k but does not fix all of X k , and so if R is a union of sets X k and the stabilizer of a point λ in R in G ω is of size 2, then G ω must act faithfully on R (using transitivity of G ω on R in the case where λ itself is not fixed by g or g ). Furthermore, g or g (as applicable) fixes at most 2 points of each set X k of size q − 1, and so if R is a union of sets X k and λ ∈ R then there are at most 2 log p q points λ ∈ R for which G ω,λ,λ = 1, since R is a union of at most log p q sets X k , all of which have size q − 1. This is sufficient to prove the proposition.
The following theorem summarises the foregoing propositions. 
